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Overview

At the Young Scientists Journal, we request articles to follow a simplified Chicago referencing style. Within text, when referencing, use a superscript number in square brackets at the end of the sentence e.g. text.\(^\text{[1]}\) At the end of the article include a bibliography with all your references listed numerically.

Sample Citations

The following examples illustrate the style of referencing that should be used in bibliography entries. The most standard examples will be given however, if you feel that these don't cover a material you would like to reference please have a look at the further information section. If the material you are citing is available in multiple formats, please cite the format you used.

Books and ebooks

- **Book: single author**

- **Book: two or three authors**

- **Book: multiple authors**
  - List the first author and then et.al

- **Chapter/section from book**

- **eBook**

- **Translated book**

Journal Articles

- **Journal Article in Print**
• **Journal Article online (with DOI)**

• **Journal Article online (with URL and Access Date)**

---

**News or Magazine Articles**

• **Articles from a print newspaper**

• **Articles from online newspaper**

---

**Internet/ Websites**

• **Webpage**

• **Webpage: No Author or date**

• **Blog**

• **Online Video (Youtube)**

---

**Images and Tables**
Further Information

The above example citations only cover a limited number of formats. If there is a source you want to cite that doesn’t fit the above example citations, please have a look at the following websites for more information.

Chicago Manual of Style

The YSJ uses a simplified Notes and Bibliography system. However, the bibliography is not ordered alphabetically but rather in order of appearance. The ‘Citation Quick Guide’ is particularly useful.

https://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide/citation-guide-1.html#cg-news

University of Western Australia

This is a very useful and easy to understand guide for chicago referencing. Please look under bibliography examples.

https://guides.library.uwa.edu.au/Chicago_referencing/footnote